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Abstract 
Along with the continuous development and global application of computer and network technology, the research and application 
of information technology of geological drilling construction design and management goes deeper. In the paper, on the basis of 
analysis on the flow and demand of geological drilling information, the overall scheme of drilling construction informatization is 
presented, and informatization technological plan of computer aided design and construction management on geological drilling 
is studied and provided. Carrying out those schemes can significantly improve the level of geological drilling design, 
construction, and management. The paper has given feasible instructions and pointed out problems on informatization of 
geological drilling.
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1. Introduction 
There are some commercial software of designing and management in the petroleum and coal drilling industries, 
but the similar practical software in geological drilling industry has not been developed. These well/borehole drilling 
softwares are mainly published by such foreign companies as Schlumberger, Halliburton Landmark, Peloton 
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software companies, and etc.. Since the 1980s, a variety of commercial software products of drilling engineering had 
been launched. 
In geological exploration field, the development of professional application software  focused on positioning, 
research, analysis and management software of sampled core, like ‘core image-text information management and 
analyzing & processing system’ and ‘core imaging logging data management and quantitative interpretation analysis 
system’ developed by Jingzhou Huafang Information Technology Co., Hubei Province, ‘CISSücore scanning 
imaging system’ developed by the Image Institute of Sichuan University,  and so on[1-3]. Until now, there is no a kind 
of application software of drilling construction design and management has been developed. 
Design and management of geological drilling construction is relatively simple and its investment is relatively 
small. At present, design and management of geological drilling remain the traditional mode and fail to realize 
information management. To some extent, it limits technical communication and information sharing of engineering 
design and construction personnel in geological drilling engineering. 
With the rapid development and application of computer technology, the management information system and 
computer aided design software have been widely used in the industry, agriculture and other fields, which turns the 
human civilization into the information era; With broad coverage of 3G/4G network, the mobile terminal equipment 
(such as mobile phone) possesses the function of real-time interconnection with internet. The progress of computer 
network technology lays a solid technical foundation for the engineering design and management information of 
geological drilling construction 
By starting with the analysis on demand and information flow of geological drilling informatization, the 
geological drilling construction design and management informatization are researched and the information platform, 
with its main structure and content, for geological drilling construction design and management is designed in this 
article.
2. Demand Analysis 
Companies related with geological drilling construction include supplier, servicer, contractor, management 
institution, education and training institute and so on. Supplier mainly provides equipment, material and tools, etc.; 
Servicer mainly provide technology services of special operation or construction design; Contractor is a company 
engaged in geological drilling construction, which is the main body of geological drilling; Management institution 
include proprietor of a mine, management department, etc.; Education and training institutions mainly include 
college, occupation school and training institutions, etc., which mainly foster and train professional technical 
personnel of geological drilling. Different kind of drilling companies provide different types of information and its 
shared information content is different, specific requirements are as follows: 
(1)Suppliers need to learn technology development, technical personnel, contractor's specific demands of the 
industry, etc., and release related product information; 
(2)Servicers need to learn technology development, technical personnel, contractor's specific demands of the 
industry, etc., and release related service and product information; 
(3)Contractors need to learn technology development, technical personnel, engineering bidding information of 
the industry, etc., release project information, and make construction design, etc. 
(4)Management institutions need to learn technology development, technical personnel of the industry, etc., 
release engineering bidding information, etc. 
(5)Education and training institutions need to learn technology development, technical personnel of the industry, 
etc., and release technical personnel information, etc. 
With the continuous development and application of computer and network technology, a network interaction 
platform of geodrilling information could be built to meet the demands of all parties. Contractor is the main user of 
the information sharing platform. Apart from getting the industry development and releasing related information, 
contractor does the design and management of geodrilling construction on the software platform. Therefore, in order 
to meeting the demands of all parties, informatization of geodrilling construction management should mainly 
include the information interaction platform of geodrilling technology, aided design system of drilling construction, 
and management system of geodrilling construction process, which interact with each other at the same time and 
have the demand of sharing information. 
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Through the analysis of the information flow and partiers’ demand of geodrilling, the network structure of 
geodrilling information flow and information sharing can be drawn up, as shown in Fig.1. The information 
interaction platform of geodrilling technology is the core to realize information sharing and meet the demand of the 
parties. 
Fig. 1 Network Structure Diagram of Geological Drilling Information Flow and Information Sharing
3. Information Interaction Platform of Geodrilling Technology 
The functions of the information interaction platform of geodrilling technology include information publishingˈ
information sharing and application interface management. To realize information resources sharing, the 
information interaction platform of geodrilling technology make use of the architecture based on B/S WEB platform, 
the design of page content take the form of comprehensive industry portal. 
Portal (Portal Web, Direct industry Web), is a certain kind of comprehensive internet information resources and 
application system providing relevant information service. Portal web can tightly combine technology information 
with management systemˈproduction processes and business activities of companies, and provide enterprises with 
services. 
Usually, Portal website has five kinds of forms: (1) search engine portal can provide powerful search engines and 
other Web services; (2) comprehensive portal mainly provides news and entertainment information, such as 
sina.com, sohu.com; (3) regional life portal is the most popular, mainly on local information; (4) comprehensive 
campus portal is close to the student life, such as college students life web, Tencent campus life web; (5) 
professional portal mainly is involved in a particular field, including games, food, etc.; (6) industry portal is the first 
choice for enterprises to carry out the network marketing, which is more concentrated industry information and 
resources relative to comprehensive portal website. 
The core work of comprehensive industry portal web is constructing database which its quality determines the 
success or failure of the information interaction platform of geodrilling technology. For easily realizing  database’s 
late and real-time sharing and updating, and providing an easily-used, practical and applicable data query platform 
for the majority of design and construction technical personnel of geodrilling engineering, the database system can 
use open design based on Web. The database includes geological, hydrological and drilling database, among which  
the drilling data including drilling rig, tool, material, technology and engineering cases, etc. is the most important. 
According to the comprehensive industry portal and the technical characteristics of geological exploration 
industry, system structure of the information interaction platform of geodrilling can be designed, as shown in Fig. 2. 
Whereby, professional users make use of the industrial private network, ordinary users can use Internet connection; 
Servers of the platform should include the Web server, application server, and database server. 
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Fig. 2 Running Structure Chart of the Information Interaction Platform of Geodrilling
According to the conception of information interaction platform of geodrilling, a comprehensive industry portal 
that its website address www.geodrilling.org.cn has been tried to set up, as shown in Fig.3. The website is a 
preliminary framework, possesses the basic function of the industry portal. The website has geological, hydrology, 
and drilling network databases which were developed with background databases based on SQL SERVER database 
software and provides an application interface for the design software system of drilling engineering. 
Fig. 3 Home Page of Geodrilling Industry Portal www.geodrilling.org.cn
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4. Aided Design System of Geodrilling Construction 
According to the developing trend of computer network technology and technical characteristics of geodrilling 
industry, a networked, sharing drilling aided design system can be given. In order to improve the operating and use 
efficiency, the software system is supposed to adopt WEB platform architecture based on B/S to realize sharing of 
data resources. The design system adopts the aided design mode based on Web client graphic interactive, while 
server system uses internet information server (IIS) website management. The design system shares database of 
information interaction platform, at the same time, the completed design document is putted forward into the 
database. 
The aided design software system of geodrilling construction mainly includes the following modules: basic data 
inputting, borehole structure design (including casing program), technical design of borehole section (including 
drilling method, drill bit and tool, mud, drilling string assembly, drilling technical parameters, etc.), technical 
parameters calculation and verification (drilling pipeline design, etc.), equipment optimization, cementing and 
completion design, accident treatment pre-arranged plan design, mud system design, construction organization and 
management design and design document outputting (word/PDF) etc.. There into, borehole section technology 
design adopts the modular that is convenient for making necessary mechanical, hydraulic and conventional aided 
analysis, or reasoning based on the example, and other analysis aided design. Remote user management and 
information retrieving function (keyword, combination and fuzzy query) can be integrated into the information 
interaction platform. 
The flow chart of design software system of geodrilling construction as shown in Fig. 4, the system is based on 
Browser/Server (Browser/Server, B/S) architecture and developed by using ZK+Hibernate development framework 
combination and MVVM+MVC development pattern. 
Fig.4 Flow Chart of the Software System of Geodrilling Construction Design
Popular development languages of B/S structure network software are ASP, JSP, PHP and HTML+javascript 
pure code. Development of the design software of geodrilling selects using JSP. JSP technology is usually divided 
into JSP+JavaBean+Servlet and JSP+JavaBean model. The JSP+JavaBean+Servlet model is usually used in the 
situation of a huge amount of traffic and commands to deal with. But the design software of geodrilling belongs to 
particular industry application software, and is focused on computation and logical judgment. In this case, the 
JSP+JavaBean mode is suitable. In the JSP + JavaBean mode, JSP page belongs to the browser of the B/S double 
layer structure and is mainly responsible for user interaction that collect user's command request and echo the results 
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of software processing. JavaBean and database belong to the Server of B/S double layer structure, in which 
JavaBean module is responsible for the logic and data operation and the database module is responsible for data 
storage and query. The model implements the separation of page shows, business logic and data. Users just need to 
operate the JSP page while all logical operations are completed by JavaBean module in server-side, that can improve 
the response and processing speed of the software. Fig. 5 is the interface of design software system of geodrilling 
construction. 
Fig.5 Borehole Structure Design Interface of the Software System of Geodrilling Construction Design
5. Management System of Geodrilling Construction Process 
The process management system of geodrilling construction can execute informationization management for 
different geodrilling stages (contract, design, geodrilling construction process, borehole archive and data analyzing 
and using). It can get the information of contract’s execution at any time, carry out computer aided and 
standardization design of geodrilling construction, realize all-round management of the construction process which 
can get configuration of human, finance and property at any time, and carry out the informationization management 
archive which be easy to data query, statistics analysis and provides decision-making support for leadership. 
The process management system of geodrilling construction should has the following functions: (1)real-timely 
managing geodrilling construction process in field, which makes convenience for leaders to get engineering 
construction progress and general situation on site in time; (2) carrying out informationization management of 
personnel, materials and equipment at the base, which makes convenience for related administrative staff to do the 
query and statistic information; (3) executing information management of contract, design and completion archives 
of geodrilling construction, which makes convenience for the leadership and management departments doing data 
query, statistics analysis, and provides decision support. 
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Therefore, in combination with information interaction platform of geodrilling technology and functions of 
process management system of drilling construction, the flow chart of management system of geodrilling 
construction process can be drawn up, as shown in Fig. 6. 
Adopting B/S structure, the center server that runs Linux system uses a physical server as the application and 
database server, provides web services. It is convenient for users inside the company  access the system via browser. 
At the same time, for making users in field convenient to input information, the information system sets up two 
terminals: one is the system main platform, another is the mobile terminal (mobile phone) through which the users 
can input and query daily reports in field. Currently the system is under development. 
Fig.6 Flow Chart of Process Management System of Geodrilling Construction
6. Conclusions 
(1)The overall scheme of drilling construction informatization includes three main parts: the information 
interaction platform of geodrilling technology, aided design system of geodrilling construction, and management 
information system of geodrilling construction process. 
 (2)The structure of the information interaction platform of geodrilling technology, the aided design system of 
geodrilling construction and management information system of geodrilling construction presented in this article are 
feasible. Until now, beta version of the information interaction platform of geodrilling technology and aided design 
system of geodrilling construction has been developed. 
 (3) Popularized application of the management information system of geodrilling technology can realize 
geodrilling data sharing, querying, statistical analyzing at nation and province or ministry level, it can improve the 
overall level of geodrilling construction management, and promote the progress of geodrilling technology in China. 
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